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Lulu.com. Hardcover. Condition: New. 278 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.8in.THE MONORAILS
OF MARS In the manner of a Hitchcock film, the suspense runs deep and the plot twists into the
macabre and horrific. Who is controlling the finest minds of genius on two worlds How will the
invasion of Earth by Mars and of Mars by Earth bring about the desire of fanatics for Harm-
aggedon What is behind the collaboration of Nikola Tesla and Thomas Edison to build an electric
bridge Why are War Machines with Death Rays secretly manufactured by leading industrialists Who
is the mysterious Ada who has walked the Earth from the time of Noah Why is a Las Vegas style
religious theme park being built on Mars How did the son of the Lord of Apes become involved These
and other suspense-filled puzzles are examined and solved in a delightful and humorous look at
mind-control and religious delusion, in an old-fashioned pulp-style romp through the 20th century
alternate history in Science-Fiction format! READ: THE MONORAILS OF MARS This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Hardcover.
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A very wonderful pdf with perfect and lucid explanations. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Stone K unz e-- Mr . Stone K unz e

This is an amazing book that I actually have actually read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not truly feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS
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